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A B S T R A C T
In developmental research on memory, the model of working memory of Baddeley and Hitch (1974, Baddeley,
1986) is the theory most often referred to. This theory has played an important role in studies on human learning
in general. However, it is not clear how the verbal and visual short term memory systems develop. In order to
investigate this development, we argue that some important issues should be taken into account; a longitudinal
research design and individual differences between children. The current study is a follow-up study in which we
investigated the transitions that a subsample of 30 children made between verbal and visual processing during
the course of one year. Our results showed that the children showed large variation in STM processes and did not
move from one type of processing to another in a consistent manner. This implies that the development of the
verbal and visual STM systems may be less predictable than expected based on the literature, stressing the
importance to be cautious when individual differences between children are not taken into account.
1. Introduction
In memory research, the most robust and frequently used theory on
memory processes is the model of working memory of Baddeley and
Hitch (1974) and Baddeley (1986), proposing that working memory
(WM) consists of three systems. The phonological loop and the vi-
suospatial sketchpad are modality-specific short term memory (STM)
systems, which are part of the central executive, a modality-in-
dependent WM system. The phonological loop is a system for storage
and processing of verbal information and the visuospatial sketchpad is a
system for storage and processing of visual and spatial information.
More recently the episodic buffer has been added to the model; a fourth
system to store information from the STM systems and long term
memory in one episodic representation (Baddeley, 2000). Studies on
the model of WM typically investigate the use of the phonological loop
and the visuospatial sketchpad with different types of memory tasks
and relate performance on these tasks to different types of outcomes
such as language development, mathematical and reading ability, and
more complex higher order cognitive functions (for an overview, see
Baddeley, 2003; Jarrold & Towse, 2006; Zimmer, 2008). As such, the
model of WM lies at the heart of many studies on learning in children.
Although the model of WM was initially developed based on adult
studies (see Baddeley, 2003), developmental studies have shown that
the same structure of memory systems can be assumed to exist in
children from four years of age onward (Alloway, Gathercole, &
Pickering, 2006; Bayliss, Jarrold, Gunn, & Baddeley, 2003; Gathercole,
Pickering, Ambridge, & Wearing, 2004). Developmental researchers
have extensively applied this model to investigate the verbal and visual
memory systems in children. However, the actual developmental
pathway of the verbal and visual memory systems remains uncovered.
Clarifying and understanding this developmental pathway would be
beneficial for, among others, the design of educational methods fo-
cusing on children of different ages. It may be expected for example,
that younger children benefit more from visual methods than verbal
methods. However, if visual memory develops further as children grow
older, and as such, continues to play a significant role in learning, visual
educational methods should still be available for older children instead
of being replaced by verbal methods. Whether this is the case can only
be concluded after the actual development of the memory systems has
been studied further.
Despite the similarities of memory systems in children and adults,
there is a peculiar gap between findings of developmental studies and
those of adult studies with respect to STM processes. Adult studies have
shown that some participants use verbal and visual processing inter-
changeably depending on the type of task and that there are large in-
dividual differences with respect to the use of verbal and visual pro-
cessing (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Della Sala, Logie, Marchetti, &
Wynn, 1991; Logie, Della Sala, Wynn, & Baddeley, 2000). For instance,
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some adults use visual processing when memorizing verbal material
such as words, while others do not (Logie, Della Sala, Laiacona,
Chalmers, & Wynn, 1996). Developmental studies on children, how-
ever, seem to conclude that development ‘ends’ with the use of verbal
STM. This idea can also be seen in educational settings where different
teaching materials are used for young children (mostly visual) than for
older children (mostly verbal). If verbal processing would indeed be
‘the final stage’ of STM development in children, then adults should also
show predominantly verbal processing. However, studies like the ones
described above, which take individual differences between adults into
consideration, have shown otherwise.
We argue that more insights about the development of verbal and
visual processes can be gained, provided that the limitations of the most
common developmental approaches are highlighted and taken into
account. Two of these limitations concern the use of cross-sectional
research designs and the way of dealing with individual differences in
memory processes between children. The aim of the current study is
therefore, to account for these two limitations while investigating the
development of the verbal and visual STM systems according to the
model of Baddeley and Hitch (1974).
First of all, the developmental pathways of STM processes on its
own right have barely been studied. As Ornstein and Haden (2001, p.
202) wrote strikingly: “[…] it is as if researchers have focused on memory
development and have not been concerned with the development of
memory.” Indeed, when reviewing the literature, it becomes clear that
many theories on memory have been developed until now (e.g.,
Anderson, 1976; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Henson, 1998; Luck & Vogel,
1997; Nairne, 1990; Oberauer, 2009; Page & Norris, 1998; Paivio,
1991; Yonelinas, 2002), but very few studies have focused on how
memory processes develop in children. Moreover, most of these de-
velopmental studies use cross-sectional research designs (e.g.,
Baddeley, Gathercole, & Papagno, 1998; Camos & Barrouillet, 2011;
Chuah & Mayberry, 1999; Conrad, 1971; Gathercole et al., 2004; Hitch,
Woodin, & Baker, 1989; Kemps, De Rammelaere, & Desmet, 2000).
However, when research questions concern the developmental changes
in memory processes within individual children, cross-sectional studies
fall short of providing an accurate answer.
In cross-sectional designs, developmental patterns in the use of
memory processes between children are mostly described in terms of
rough age boundaries. For example, until five years of age children
have been found to rely on visual STM and hardly on verbal STM; from
six years onward children have been found to start using additional
verbal processing; and from 10 years onward children start showing
performance levels on STM tasks resembling that of adults (Baddeley
et al., 1998; Conrad, 1971; Gathercole, 1998; Gathercole, Adams, &
Hitch, 1994; Gathercole et al., 2004; Hitch et al., 1989). The problem
with such a description of development is that it does not give an ex-
planation of how the verbal and visual systems develop. Especially the
role of the visual STM system in the development of memory remains
unclear. It seems that there are two possible explanations; either the
development of visual STM stagnates around the age of six to become
supplemented with the use of verbal STM (Hitch et al., 1989) or visual
STM continues to develop after the age of six, but this development is
difficult to detect because at the same time, children become more in-
clined to use verbal STM (Henry, Messer, Luger-Klein, & Crane, 2012;
Riggs, McTaggard, Simpson, & Freeman, 2006). The latter implies that
children are able to use visual processing at a higher level when they
are older and therefore, older children may use visual processing in
learning in a qualitatively different way than younger children.
We assign the difficulties with addressing these developmental is-
sues both to the widely used cross-sectional designs, as well as to the
focus on average scores. Because younger children not only rely more
on visual STM but also show worse overall performance compared to
older children, the cross-sectional approach using average scores leads
to the intuitively logical conclusion that visual processing reflects a
point in memory development that is inferior to verbal processing.
However, adult studies provide strong evidence against this conclusion.
Adult studies show that participants who use visual STM to process
verbal stimuli do not perform worse than participants who use verbal
STM (Logie et al., 2000; Saito, Logie, Morita, & Law, 2008). To put it
differently, adults who process stimuli of memory tasks visually are not
considered to be ‘less developed’ in terms of memory than adults who
process the same stimuli verbally. Then why should we assume this is
the case in children?
The next point is an important assumption underlying conclusions
about the developmental pathway of children of a certain age based on
average scores obtained from cross-sectional research designs. This is
the rather strong assumption that the average score of children in a
certain age group is a good representation of the performance of all the
individuals in that age group, that is, the age groups are assumed to be
homogenous. Subsequently, it is assumed that changes in average
scores from one age group to another represents developmental changes
of all the individual children. However, we argue that this assumption
is questionable at the least. Children vary greatly in their memory
performance (Henry et al., 2012; Koppenol-Gonzalez, Bouwmeester, &
Vermunt, 2012; Palmer, 2000) and therefore, they may also vary
greatly in the developmental pathways they follow.
In order to keep a priori assumptions about development to a
minimum, we need a research design to meet two important criteria; it
should account for individual differences and it should be longitudinal.
Therefore, the research design should enable the identification of dif-
ferences between children in terms of verbal/visual processing and
performance, and it should detect how their STM use changes over
time. Unfortunately studies that meet these criteria hardly exist. The
few longitudinal studies on memory are mainly focused on specific
memory skills as predictors of the development of other cognitive skills,
such as reading acquisition (de Jong & van der Leij, 1999; Lervåg,
Bråten, & Hulme, 2009; Perez, Majerus, & Poncelet, 2012), vocabulary
development (Leclercq & Majerus, 2010), and academic achievement
(Bull, Espy, & Wiebe, 2008). The general aim of the current study is to
contribute to the literature on the development of memory processes
according to the model of Baddeley and Hitch (1974) on the one hand,
and to contribute to the literature on learning by accounting for in-
dividual differences between children in the use of verbal and visual
STM, on the other hand.
2. Measuring the use of verbal and visual STM and individual
differences
Assuming the model of WM of Baddeley and Hitch (1974), a very
insightful method to distinguish between the use of verbal and visual
STM processes is by manipulating the similarity of stimuli that are vi-
sual in nature (i.e., concrete pictures) but can easily be labeled verbally
(i.e., existing words) (see e.g., Hitch et al., 1989; Logie et al., 2000;
Poirier, Saint-Aubin, Musselwhite, Mohanadas, & Mahammed, 2007).
When the visuospatial sketchpad is used to memorize pictures in a
certain serial order (i.e., based on their visual features) and the pictures
are visually similar, this similarity causes confusion leading to worse
performance compared to the same situation with visually dissimilar
pictures (Logie, 1995). Therefore, when pictures that are visually si-
milar are recalled worse than pictures that are visually dissimilar, this
can be assumed to indicate the use of visual STM. The same principle
holds for pictures with labels that are phonologically similar (i.e.,
rhyme words). In this case, the phonological loop is used to verbally
memorize the labels of the pictures. When the labels have to be recalled
in a certain serial order and are phonologically similar, this will lead to
confusion resulting in worse performance compared to the same si-
tuation with phonologically dissimilar pictures (Baddeley, 2003).
Therefore, when pictures with phonologically similar labels are recalled
worse than pictures with phonologically dissimilar labels, this can be
assumed to indicate the use of verbal STM. This is specifically the case
when memory for serial order is being called upon and, therefore, the
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position in which the stimuli are presented plays an important role in
determining performance. In the current study, we applied this method
by manipulated the similarity of nameable pictures to infer the use of
verbal or visual STM in children instructed to memorize the pictures in
a certain serial order.
With regard to individual differences between children in the use of
verbal and visual STM, previous studies have already applied inter-
esting approaches. Palmer (2000) for instance, explored the individual
scores of the children in her sample in terms of visual and phonological
similarity effects, leading to four groups: Children using verbal STM,
visual STM, both verbal and visual STM, and neither verbal nor visual
STM. Next, by means of a cross-sequential design to investigate the
development in the use of the different types of STM processes, Palmer
(2000) found that the development of STM seemed to start with no
specific type of processing, then moved to visual processing, then to a
mixed type of verbal and visual processing, and finally moved to verbal
processing. Adopting a similar approach as Palmer (2000) but ac-
counting for some methodological issues, Henry et al. (2012) found a
different type of developmental pathway in STM processes. Specifically,
they found that although most of the older children seemed to use
verbal processing, some of them also seemed to use visual processing.
Moreover, the low performing children never used specific verbal or
visual processing, while higher performing children always showed
verbal and sometimes also visual processing.
Individual differences between children in the way they use verbal
or visual STM during a serial order reconstruction task were also ac-
counted for in another study (Koppenol-Gonzalez, Bouwmeester, &
Vermunt, 2014). The responses on memory tasks with visually or
phonologically similar stimuli were investigated by means of latent
class analysis (LCA) in a sample of 210 children aged between 5 and
12 years. The focus was on the advantages of LCA as a way to avoid the
dependence on average scores, that is, to avoid the underlying as-
sumption that an average score is a good representation of the perfor-
mance of all the individual children in a certain age group. These ad-
vantages were shown by comparing the conclusions that can be drawn
about verbal and visual STM based on latent classes and based on a
manifest grouping variable like age groups. This comparison showed
that individual differences between children of the same age were de-
tected and taken into account in a more meaningful way using the la-
tent grouping variable than the manifest grouping variable.
Specifically, Koppenol-Gonzalez et al. (2014) used a person-cen-
tered approach to investigate whether subgroups could be distinguished
showing differences in the use of STM systems. To this end, multiple
models with an increasing number of latent classes were fitted to the
data and it was found that the model with five latent classes showed the
best balance between fit and parsimony (see Appendix A for details).
The latent classes were distinguished based on a categorical latent
variable representing the use of verbal or visual STM. Whether the
children used verbal or visual STM was determined by the effect of the
similarity of the stimuli (either visual or phonological), the effect of the
serial position a stimuli was presented, as well as the interaction be-
tween similarity and serial position. This way, the performance of the
children could be depicted in a serial position curve for the visually and
phonologically similar memory tasks, facilitating the interpretation of
the latent classes. Table 1 shows the interpretation of the latent classes
adapted from Koppenol-Gonzalez et al. (2014).
The studies above have shown the presence of subgroups that can be
distinguished in terms of verbal and visual STM within a heterogeneous
sample. Furthermore, the interpretation of latent classes in terms of
verbal and visual memory processes has been validated earlier by re-
lating the latent classes' performance to external variables (Koppenol-
Gonzalez et al., 2012). In the current study, we built on these previous
results that were obtained with cross-sectional designs, by investigating
the longitudinal changes in the use of STM processes over the course of
one year.
2.1. Design and hypotheses
From the sample of children from the Koppenol-Gonzalez et al.
(2014) study, we selected a subsample of children in the age range of 6
to 9 years because based on the WM theory, this is the age range in
which memory development seems to go through the most changes
(Baddeley et al., 1998; Conrad, 1971; Gathercole, 1998; Gathercole
et al., 1994; Gathercole et al., 2004; Hitch et al., 1989). We investigated
the changes in STM processes of this subsample by looking at their
transitions between classes across four-month intervals. First, the chil-
dren in the subsample performed the STM tasks three additional times
and were assigned to one of the latent classes at each of the four
measurement occasions based on the model parameters obtained with
the larger sample. Then, using a transition model we examined the
movements of the children across classes from one measurement oc-
casion to the next. Since our approach is rather novel, it is hard to
define any firm expectations about the results of the transition analysis.
Therefore, the expectations outlined below are only tentative.
Based on previous developmental studies assuming the model of
WM of Baddeley and Hitch, we might expect the younger children to
belong in particular to a class showing visual processing. If they move
to another type of processing during the year, this movement may be
expected to be in the direction of a more verbal type of processing.
Older children may be expected to have high probability to belong to a
verbal processing class and to stay there during the subsequent mea-
surements occasions. However, given the results of previous develop-
mental studies accounting for individual differences in STM systems
(Henry et al., 2012; Koppenol-Gonzalez et al., 2014; Palmer, 2000), the
development of STM is not expected to be a smooth transition from
visual to verbal processing. Rather, we expect more heterogeneity in the
type of processing used by children of the same age than has been as-
sumed until now. Some children may continue to use visual processing




In the current study, a subsample of 30 children was selected from
the sample of 210 children from the study by Koppenol-Gonzalez et al.
(2014). These children were selected from two primary schools in an
urban area of the Netherlands. On the first measurement occasion at
t=0, the 210 children were aged 4;11 (4 years, 11months) to
12;9 years and were on average 8;8 years old (104months,
SD=26months, 110 girls). The subsample of 30 children, who were
selected from one primary school in an urban area of the Netherlands,
was presented with the STM tasks three additional times (at t=1,
t=2, and t=3), with four-months intervals between each measure-
ment occasion. Of these 30 children, 10 were first graders, 10 were
second graders, and 10 were third graders (M age=7;6, SD=1;0, 15
girls). During the year, three boys moved to another school, so at the
Table 1
Characteristics of each latent class in the n= 210 sample at t=0.
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5
Proportion correct
phon. sim. 0.28 0.30 0.65 0.68 0.99

















M age (SD) 89 (24) 107 (25) 113 (25) 119 (21) 113 (23)
Note. phon; phonological, vis.; visual, sim.; similarity. Age is given in months.
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end of the data collection a total of 27 children remained (8 second
graders, 9 third graders, and 10 fourth graders, M age= 8;7,
SD=1;0).1 In total, we gathered data from 116 cases for the long-
itudinal part of the study (30 children with 4 time points minus the 4
time points of the drop-outs). All the children received a small reward
such as postcards and stickers after participation.
3.1.1. Ethics statement
In Dutch legislation the law on Medical-Scientific Research on
Humans (in Dutch: Wet Medisch Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek met
mensen, WMO) applies to studies in which people undergo a medical or
physical intervention or in which certain behavior is required. This law
serves to protect people from medical maltreatment and experimenta-
tion and states that although approval from an ethics committee is re-
quired for studies involving a medical or physical intervention, this
requirement does not apply to certain behavioral studies. The current
study was noninvasive, participation was on a voluntary basis, and the
data were analyzed anonymously. The parents of all the children were
informed about the study by writing and parental permission was ac-
quired via the principal of the school.
3.2. Materials
The children were presented with the six STM tasks from the study
of Koppenol-Gonzalez et al. (2014) on each measurement occasion. The
materials and procedure in the current study are therefore identical to
that study, but we will give a short description here. The tasks con-
tained either visually or phonologically similar pictures, with list
lengths of three, five, or seven items. In the current study, only the
results for the seven-items lists are presented, because the three-items
lists turned out to be too short to present meaningful results and the
five-items lists gave similar results as the seven-items lists (see
Appendix B for details). The STM tasks were serial order reconstruction
tasks, with visually similar pictures consisting of pictures that had si-
milar outlines and had labels that were phonologically dissimilar (see
e.g., Poirier et al., 2007), or phonologically similar pictures with labels
that were end-rhyme words and were visually dissimilar (Conrad,
1971).
Furthermore, the labels of all the pictures were matched for word
length as much as possible, with most words consisting of one syllable.
This way, the task demands of the tasks with phonologically and vi-
sually similar pictures were kept as constant as possible and only dif-
fered substantially in similarity. In an earlier pilot study (N=14), it
was checked whether children would use the intended labels, so the
children in the experimental trials were not implicitly instructed to use
verbal processing by rehearsing the intended labels before the experi-
ment. The pictures used for the experimental trials were pictures that
most children in the pilot study labeled with the intended end-rhyme
words. None of those children were included in the present sample.
3.3. Procedure
The serial order reconstruction tasks were presented to the children
individually on a 15.4-inch laptop in a quiet room in their school. First,
the child received global instructions about the tasks, explaining that
he/she would see a sequence of pictures and then would be asked to
place the pictures in the same order that had been presented. Then, a
practice trial was given, which could be repeated until the instructions
were clear to the child. The practice trial had the same list length as the
experimental trial, but the pictures were visually and phonologically
dissimilar. Next, the child was presented with the experimental trial
with, for example, the visually similar pictures. Before the next task
with phonologically similar pictures was presented, the child again
received a practice trial. This way, none of the children were succes-
sively presented with the visually and phonologically similar experi-
mental pictures.
When the child was ready, the experimenter clicked a ‘start’ button.
In the upper half of the screen there was a row of (3, 5, or 7) empty
squares and during 2 s a picture was shown in each square. The pictures
were shown one at a time, so with the presentation of each new picture
the previous one disappeared. After the presentation of the pictures, all
of the pictures appeared at the same time (in a row) in the bottom of the
screen, in a different order than during the presentation. The child had
to point out the pictures in their presented order and the experimenter
placed the pictures in the empty squares. When the experimenter placed
a picture in the square, the picture was not removed from the row in the
bottom of the screen so the child could always choose between all of the
presented pictures and was able to guess in case he/she did not re-
member the serial order of the presented pictures.
The children who were tested repeatedly every four months for a
year, were presented with the same tasks, except that the serial order
they had to reconstruct differed at each measurement occasion.
Repeated presentation of the same pictures within one experiment is
shown not to affect the phonological similarity effect (Coltheart, 1993).
Moreover, many studies have repeatedly used the same pictures to in-
vestigate phonological and visual similarity effects with similar tasks
(e.g., Hitch et al., 1989; Palmer, 2000; Poirier et al., 2007). Therefore,
we assumed that the presentation of the same pictures after four, eight,
and twelve months since the first measurement occasion at t=0 would
not affect the similarity effects we investigated at occasions t=1, t=2,
and t=3.
3.4. Statistical analyses
We used the software Latent GOLD 4.5 (Vermunt & Magidson, 2008)
for the transition analysis in the current study. Because the transition
analysis was based on the latent class analysis of the large sample of
210 children, a short explanation of this part of the analyses will follow
first. The latent class model concerned a latent class logistic regression
analysis (Vermunt & Magidson, 2005; Wedel & DeSarbo, 1994) to dis-
tinguish latent classes of children who used different types of STM
processes, with the main focus on verbal and visual STM. The in-
dependent variable was a vector of dichotomous scores reflecting
whether the child placed the pictures in the correct position (1) or not
(0). The predictors were the similarity of the pictures (0=phonological
similarity and 1=visual similarity), each serial position where the
pictures were placed (1 to 7), and also an intercept reflecting the overall
probability of a correct response.2 The model parameters were esti-
mated in terms of logistic regression weights, which are used for sig-
nificance testing of the predictor values in each latent class, and the
model parameters were estimated in terms of probabilities, which are
used to interpret the predictor values in each latent class. The regres-
sion weights may therefore be used to calculate a probability and the
probabilities may be used to calculate a regression weight. Based on the
latent class analysis, five latent classes were distinguished as described
above, reflecting the use of no specific verbal nor visual STM and low
overall performance, verbal STM with low performance, visual STM
with low performance, verbal STM with high performance, and visual
STM with high performance (see also Table 1). Based on these results,
we followed a number of steps in the current study.
First of all, the 30 children tested every four months for a year were
assigned to one of the five classes estimated with the responses of the
group of 210 children (at t=0), including the 30 children of the
1 In the transition model, the four time points with the missing values of these three
children were included in the analysis in order to keep the correct structure of the data
file (see Vermunt, Tran, & Magidson, 2008).
2 The regression model had the following form: logit P (y=1|
Class= x,Pos= r,Sim= s)= β0x+ β1xr+ β2xs+ β3xrs.
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current sample. Note that in the sample of n=30 we therefore do not
speak of latent classes anymore but of manifest classes, because we used
the parameters that were estimated with the larger sample of n=210
to assign each of the 30 children to one of the five latent classes at t=0.
This model contained 210 observations using 14 scores per child,
leading to 2940 replications (no missing values) to estimate the para-
meters.
Second, we estimated a model, again with the parameters that were
estimated with the n=210 sample, including all the subsequent time
points of the n=30 sample. This model contained 210 observations at
t=0 plus 30 observations at 3 different time points (t=1, t=2, t=3)
minus 4 time points because of drop-out, leading to a total number of
296 observations. This analysis resulted in probabilities for each of the
30 children in the current study to belong to each of the five classes
based on their responses on the subsequent measurement occasions at
t=1, t=2, and t=3. At each time point, a child has therefore five
probabilities which add up to 1 over the five classes. The class with the
largest probability is the class that child is assigned to (class member-
ship). Therefore, we obtained a sequence of class memberships per
child representing the changes in the use of STM processes over the four
different time points.3 We used the sequences of class membership per
child for the transition analysis based on the n=30 sample with a total
of 116 observations (4 subsequent time points per child excluding the 4
missing time points).
Third, in order to examine whether the classification of the 30
children at the subsequent time points was sufficiently accurate, our
basic model was compared to a model assuming no classification errors.
This no classification errors model assumes that each child has a
probability of 1 to belong to one of the classes and a probability of 0 to
belong to the other classes at each time point. If the classifications at the
different time points are accurately enough (no difference with the
model assuming no classification errors), we can continue working with
the basic transition model instead of having to continue with a more
complex transition model accounting for the classification errors (see
Bakk, Tekle, & Vermunt, 2013; Vermunt, 2010).
Fourth, the changes in the use of STM processes were analyzed by
estimating a transition model with parameters for class membership at
t=0, that is, P(x0), as well as for the transition to a certain class on
measurement occasion t given the class membership on the previous
measurement occasion t-1, that is, P(xt|xt−1). These transition prob-
abilities are the probabilities of moving from one class on occasion t-1
to another class on occasion t. Note that we do not estimate latent
classes at each time point with our n=30 sample, we merely estimate
the transition probabilities to the classes the children of the current
sample were assigned to using the parameters estimated with the
n=210 sample.
Finally, our basic transition model was compared to two different
models. One model was defined such that there were no transitions over
time, meaning that we can test the hypothesis that the children remain
in the same class over the course of one year. Specifically, we compare
our basic model (with the estimated transitions) to a model in which the
transitions from a certain class at t-1 to the same class at t are set to 1
and the transitions between different classes from t-1 to t are set to 0.
The second model was defined in such a way that there was in-
dependence in the transition probabilities. This means that the prob-
abilities of moving from one class at t-1 to all the other classes at t are
set to be equal. Comparing this model to our basic model enables us to
test the hypothesis that children have an equal probability to move to
any of the classes over the course of one year.
With this approach, we aim to address as accurately as possible our
research question whether children are more likely to move from visual
processing to verbal processing, or whether they are as likely to move to
verbal processing as they are to move to visual processing, in order to
gain some more insight in the development of the verbal and visual
STM systems.
4. Results
We assigned each of the 30 children to one of the five classes at
t=0 using the estimated parameters obtained with the n=210
sample. Table 2 shows the distribution of the 30 children of the current
study over the classes estimated with the n=210 sample at t=0.
Comparison with Table 1 shows that the class sizes of the five classes
was not exactly the same for the current n=30 sample as it was for the
n=210 sample, but they are similar; for instance, in both samples,
most of the children belonged to the lowest performing class without
showing specific verbal or visual STM (class 1).
The assignment of the 30 children to one of the five classes at each
subsequent time point was used for the transition analysis. Table 3
shows the fit indices of our basic model (i.e., each child has a certain
probability for each of the five classes) and a model assuming no
classification errors (i.e., each child has a probability of 1 for one of the
classes). The comparison indicates that both models fit the data equally
well. Therefore, we analyzed the transitions based on the basic transi-
tion model.
Table 4 shows the transition probabilities between the classes from
t-1 to t and their corresponding SEs in order to decide whether a
transition probability was significant. For the interpretation of the
transitions between classes, we only focus on the significant transition
probabilities (p < .05). When children belonged to the lowest per-
forming class at t-1, they were likely to move to any of the classes on the
next occasion t, except for the verbal and visual classes with high
performance. Children coming from the verbal STM class with lower
performance at time point t-1 were likely to move to any of the classes
at the next time point t, except for the visual STM class with higher
performance. Children coming from the visual STM class with lower
performance were likely to move to the verbal STM class with lower
performance, and so were the children coming from the verbal class
with higher performance. Children coming from the visual class with
higher performance were as likely to move to the verbal-lower class as
they were to stay in the visual-higher class. This means that when a
child is in a particular class at occasion t-1, it is hard to predict his or
her class membership at occasion t, especially with respect to the use of
specific verbal/visual STM processes.
As a final step we checked whether our basic model described above
differs substantially from two types of restricted models; one model in
which the class membership on one occasion is completely independent
of the class membership on the next occasion and a model in which
there are no transitions whatsoever. In the independence model we
state that for all the children in a certain class at t-1, the probabilities to
move to any of the other classes are equal. In terms of Table 4, this
model would contain a probability of .20 in all the cells. In contrast, in
the no transitions model we state that all the children in a certain class
at t-1 stay in the same class on the next measurement occasion t. In
terms of Table 4, this model would contain a probability of 1 in all the
Table 2
Characteristics of each latent class in the n=30 sample at t= 0.
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5
Proportion correct
phon. sim. 0.28 0.30 0.65 0.68 0.99

















M age (SD) 88 (12) 90 (10) 98 (15) 94 (15) 91 (11)
Note. phon; phonological, vis.; visual, sim.; similarity. Age is given in months.
3 These class memberships per child may be saved in another data file (e.g., SPSS) for
further analysis.
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diagonal cells and a probability of 0 in all the off-diagonal cells.
Table 5 shows the fit statistics of these two models compared to our
unrestricted (basic) model as shown in Table 4. The BIC and the AIC3
values indicate that the independence model shows the best balance
between fit and parsimony and the no transitions model shows the
worst balance between fit and parsimony, meaning that a model in
which children may move to any class on the next measurement oc-
casion represents our data better than a model in which children stay in
the same class over the period of one year. Therefore, we have to in-
terpret the specific transition probabilities in Table 4 with caution.
5. Discussion
In the current study, we investigated the development of STM ac-
cording to the model of Baddeley and Hitch (1974), accounting for
individual differences within children of a certain age in the use of
verbal or visual STM over time. Although this study aimed at obtaining
some insight into the development of STM processes, this development
is not as stable in our sample during the course of one year compared to
what may be expected based on the literature.
The latent class analysis based on the sample of 210 children yielded
five subgroups of children reflecting the use of no specific verbal nor
visual STM and low overall performance, verbal STM with low per-
formance, visual STM with low performance, verbal STM with high
performance, and visual STM with high performance (Koppenol-
Gonzalez et al., 2014). Assuming the model of Baddeley and Hitch, all
of these subgroups reflect exactly what the theory would predict;
qualitative differences in STM reflecting either verbal or visual (mod-
ality-specific) systems. However, the results of the transition analysis on
the subsample of 30 children in the current study showed that there was
no systematic way in which the children moved from one type of pro-
cessing to another over the course of one year. In fact, a transition
model in which children are just as likely to move to any of the classes,
showing a verbal type of processing, a visual type of processing, or low
overall performance interchangeably, seemed a better representation of
our data. It even seemed a much better representation than a model in
which children continue to use the same type of processing over the
course of one year.
Our main conclusion is therefore that when examining the devel-
opment of individual children avoiding a priori assumptions about
development, it seems that the neat and logical pathway of children
moving from the use of visual STM towards verbal STM, as described by
many cross-sectional developmental studies, is actually not that neat. In
that respect, children and adults may be more alike than previously
thought; children too will vary in their responses and maybe even more
so than adults because they are in different points along the develop-
mental pathway of STM (see Siegler, 2007, for a similar point of view
about cognitive processes in strategy use). Despite the fact that the
model of WM of Baddeley and Hitch is a good framework for describing
the verbal and visual STM systems, the current use of this model in the
context of developmental studies on the STM systems, unfortunately,
has not yet provided a clear framework. What the developmental
pathway exactly is for the verbal and visual STM systems and how they
relate to each other remains to be clarified. We state than in attempting
to do so, we should take individual differences and our research designs
into careful consideration.
In terms of learning our results may suggest that the distinction
between verbal and visual STM on its own right should not be inter-
preted as a distinction in child characteristics related to a certain point
in development. Therefore, it remains a difficult question whether
specific types of learning methods (either verbal or visual in nature)
should be applied in educational settings for children of certain ages. In
the meantime, it seems that children should be considered flexible in
the use of verbal and visual STM systems. They may switch between
these systems depending on the task itself, the difficulty of the task, or
other task demands.
Based on our results, we would recommend some points of im-
provement to take into consideration in future studies. First of all, a
larger sample of children than our current sample should be long-
itudinally studied to draw conclusion about memory development and
the effect on learning with more certainty. However, it can be ques-
tioned to what extent a larger sample size will generate clearer devel-
opmental pathways over time, because there seem to be considerable
individual differences between children. It would nevertheless be very
interesting to examine whether different developmental pathways exist
in a very large sample. Second, future samples may contain children of
a wider age range, who may be followed for more than one year. It is
possible that our sample of 6- to 10-year-olds contained mostly children
in a certain point of memory development that Palmer (2000) called the
‘mixed type of verbal and visual processing’ and maybe this mixed type
of development explains our findings of different types of processing
being used interchangeably. However, if the children in the current age
range already showed unsystematic transitions, a sample containing
children of a wider age range followed over a longer time period, may
very well show even less systematic transitions. Nonetheless, it is cer-
tainly worthwhile to investigate this idea since there are little long-
itudinal studies on the development of memory.
With respect to the STM tasks used, the amount of items that the
children are presented with should be increased. For instance, a pool of
more pictures could be used to present the children with a number of
tasks with the same task demands (in terms of similarity and number of
items) at one measurement occasion. This way, it can be investigated
how consistent children are in their type of processing when executing
multiple similar tasks on the same measurement occasion.
To conclude, in our attempt to improve the way in which the de-
velopment of memory processes is studied, we have accounted for two
important issues; taking individual differences between children of the
same age into account and examining the development of STM
Table 3
Fit statistics of our basic transition model and the no classification errors model.
Model Log-likelihood N parameters BIC AIC3
Basic −167.33 24 416.29 406.66
No classification errors −166.94 24 415.51 405.88
Table 4


























































Note. The probabilities sum up to 1 in each row, SEs are given in parentheses.
Table 5
Fit statistics of the restricted models compared to our unrestricted model.
Model Log-likelihood N parameters BIC AIC3
Basic −167.33 24 416.29 406.66
Independence −177.08 8 381.37 378.16
No transitions −5314.64 4 10,642.88 10,641.27
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processes over a longer period of time. Using this approach, we found
that children can interchangeably use verbal or visual STM. Therefore,
based on this study it is not possible to depict a clear-cut picture of a
developmental pathway that all children of a certain age will follow.
When accounting for individual differences and the developmental
course of children, the development of the verbal and visual STM sys-
tems is not nearly as neatly as described in the literature based on
studies that do not account for individual differences between children.
The assumptions underlying these studies may need some questioning
and where possible, too strong assumptions about memory develop-
ment should be avoided. We recommend taking these issues into ac-
count, not only when conducting research but when interpreting re-
search results as well. The results of the current study can be considered
as a revelation of the difficulties with operationalizing, measuring, and
interpreting cognitive constructs underlying human learning, especially
the constructs as complicated as memory.
Appendix A. Fit indices of the 7-items model (Koppenol-Gonzalez et al., 2014)
N classes Log-likelihood N parameters BIC AIC3
1 −1893.36 14 3861.57 3828.71
2 −1722.98 29 3601.03 3532.96
3 −1666.17 44 3567.61 3464.33
4 −1627.27 59 3570.01 3431.54
5 −1603.74 74 3603.16 3429.47
6 −1584.51 89 3647.97 3439.07
Appendix B. Fit indices of the 5-items model (Koppenol-Gonzalez et al., 2014)
N classes Log-likelihood N parameters BIC AIC3
1 −1091.49 10 2236.46 2212.99
2 −953.97 21 2020.23 1970.94
3 −904.16 32 1979.43 1904.32
4 −862.09 43 1954.10 1853.17
5 −845.02 54 1978.79 1852.05
6 −830.93 65 2009.43 1856.87
Interpretation of the 5-items model (Koppenol-Gonzalez et al., 2014)
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5
Proportion correct
phon. sim. 0.41 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.51
vis. sim. 0.47 0.98 0.39 0.60 0.98
Interpretation Lowest Highest Visual-lower Visual-higher Verbal-higher
Class size (SE) 0.22 (0.03) 0.38 (0.04) 0.07 (0.02) 0.12 (0.02) 0.21 (0.03)
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Appendix C. Latent GOLD 5.0 syntax for the estimation of the classes for n=30
Latent GOLD 5.0 syntax of the transition analysis (basic model) for n= 30
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